Abstract. Muon cooling schemes typically involve placing RF cavities in intense magnetic fields. Ongoing work has shown that this may reduce the maximum RF gradient by a significant factor. A linear cooling channel scheme is presented whereby RF cavities sit in much smaller fields. In addition, a scheme is studied for recirculating muons through this linear cooling channel in order to re-use hardware.
INTRODUCTION
After pion decay, the muon beam in the baseline Neutrino Factory has a very large emittance. In transverse phase space this is reduced using muon ionisation cooling. A beam of muons is passed through some material so that the momentum of the beam is reduced in all directions. Subsequently the beam is passed through RF cavities, where the momentum is only replaced in the longitudinal direction. Hence the overall emittance of the beam is reduced.
Several cells of the baseline Neutrino Factory cooling scheme are shown in Figure 1 [1] . For the Neutrino Factory beam this cooling scheme gives a factor 1.7 increase in the number of muons within an acceptance of 30 mm rad transverse and 150 mm rad longitudinal, the design acceptance of the Neutrino Factory accelerators.
The aim of such a cooling channel is to increase the number of muons in the centre of the beam faster than they are lost due to optical heating and muon decay. In order to achieve this the cooling channel is made as short as possible; the RF operates near to the Kilpatrick limit and hardware is packed as tightly as possible into each cell, with magnetic fields overlapping the RF cavities. This has the additional advantage of reducing the Fourier harmonic content of the magnetic lattice and so enhancing the momentum acceptance [2] .
Recent work with 805 MHz cavities has shown that the RF voltage that can be achieved is limited when operating cavities in vacuum in magnetic fields [3] . Only two RF cavities have been tested; in the first, button tests were used to examine several different cavity wall materials; in the second, high pressure gas was found to prevent breakdown [5] . Note that the Neutrino Factory baseline cooling channel uses RF cavities operating in vacuum at 201 MHz.
Three schemes have been presented to address this issue. In the first, the RF cavities are shielded by buckingcoils that work at the opposite polarity to the focussing coils [4] . They present a field opposite to the field produced by the focussing coils which, by careful selection of the geometry and current of the coils, removes the field on the RF cavities. The second technique that has been suggested is to operate high aperture RF cavities without windows [4] . The gradient is thought to be limited more strongly by fields perpendicular to the surface, so by choosing the geometry of the cavities carefully it may be possible to have a less strongly limited RF field. The third technique is to operate RF filled with high pressure gas. The gas acts as an insulator and prevents RF breakdown [5] .
In this note we present an alternative cooling channel design whereby a longer cooling channel is used and the RF cavities are simpy moved out of the intense fields. This makes the cooling channel engineering easier, but means care is required to prevent excessive optical heating and greater decay losses are observed.
In addition, we present the design of a dogbone recirculator, first proposed in [6] . Such a recirculator allows for the re-use of hardware and may in the future be used to introduce emittance exchange. Previous attempts to recirculate using ring designs have found that beam injection and extraction is highly challenging. In this design the longer cell of the cooling channel means that the time of flight around the entire lattice is much larger, enabling extraction with a feasible, but challenging, kicker. Ensuring a large momentum acceptance is challenging; we show that the momentum acceptance can be extended using sextupoles, but that further work is required to get the full Neutrino Factory beam through.
LINEAR COOLING CHANNEL
In Figure 1 a half cell of the long cooling cell is compared with a half cell of the Neutrino Factory baseline cell. The on-axis magnetic field and on-momentum β function are shown in Figure 2 . In the long cell, focussing is provided by three coils each with quite large radius. A 50 cm radius focussing coil near to the lattice end ensures a tight focus on the absorber. The coil radius is much larger than the beam radius here. Further optimisation should make it possible to reduce the coil radius while maintaining the on-axis field. A 75 cm radius coil is placed in the middle of the half cell to provide further transverse focussing. The on-axis B z has odd symmetry about the centre of the full 20 m lattice. The beta function has been optimised for achromaticity.
RF cavities operate at 201 MHz with peak fields of 16 MV/m. Each cell has four RF cavities with apertures of 23 cm, which is the limiting aperture of the lattice. The on-axis magnetic field for the long cooling cell is between 0.1 and 0.6 T at the RF cavities. 350 mm cylindrical liquid Hydrogen absorbers are simulated without windows. The introduction of windows and a more realistic absorber shape may reduce the cooling performance.
In Figure 3 the increase in the number of muons within various transverse acceptances and 150 mm rad longitudinal acceptance is shown as a function of distance along the cooling channel, as simulated in ICOOL [7] . The am- plitude of the muons is calculated using the relation
Here u is the phase space vector of a given particle, V is the covariance matrix with elements v i j =< u i u j > and ε n is the normalised beam emittance. The number of muons increases by a factor 1.5 after 240 m and 1.56 after 400 m. Note that while the length of the cooling channel is considerably longer than that of the baseline Neutrino Factory cooling channel, the amount of hardware -and hence cost -is much lower per unit length. This makes the overall costs comparable.
RECIRCULATOR
[6] proposed a design using recirculators to re-use hardware in the cooling channel. The design required an 80 m long linear cooling channel followed by recirculators with a path length of 40 m. Bending was provided by combined function magnets. The cooling channel presented above works well in this scheme as the longer length allows time for the kicker to rise. The use of combined function magnets makes the lattice more compact but also limits the momentum acceptance due to the higher order multitupoles present in the field. Here we examine a sextupole scheme to correct chromaticity in the recirculators. Combined function magnets were simulated as a superposition of dipole, quadrupoles and sextupoles. A combined function magnet has a field
where b 2 is the dipole field strength on the reference curvature, r 0 is the reference radius of curvature and x is the transverse position of a particle relative to the reference trajectory. Using a multipole expansion such as the one in [8] the quadrupole and sextupole strengths are given by b 4 and b 6 respectively where
Fringe fields were taken to fall as tanh(z) and calculated up to octupole order. Additional sextupoles were placed around the recirculator in order to provide momentum-dependent focussing. This was achieved by placing sextupoles at points with large dispersion. In order to provide correction in x and y reasonably independently, the sextupoles were also placed at points with either high β x or high β y . A schematic of the recirculator, including sextupoles, is shown in Figure 4 . The sextupole strength and combined function magnet field index were then automatically optimised for achromatic dispersion function and β functions around the lattice. Some hand tuning was required to maintain the recirculator acceptance.
The dispersion function and β functions at the recirculator end are shown as a function of energy after correction in Figure 5 . The β functions were calculated assuming periodic initial and final α. The momentum acceptance of the lattice is significantly improved by the correction. Before correction β x varies between 0.7 and 4 m and β y varies between 1.2 and 2.5 m over a range of 10 MeV; after correction β x varies between 2.5 and 4.5 m and β y varies between 2.5 and 2.7 m over a range of 15 MeV. However, this variation is still larger than the straight ionisation cooling channel. Further correction, possibly with octupoles, is under study. 
CONCLUSIONS
A cooling channel design has been presented with RF in low magnetic field, with a moderately reduced performance compared to the baseline Neutrino Factory cooling channel. The cooling channel has the advantage that it may be suitable for use with recirculators that would enable recirculation of the muon beam through the cooling hardware, which is expected to make the cooling channel relatively cheap. A recirculator scheme was examined and some sextupole correction was implemented. However, the momentum acceptance is still too low for effective cooling; progress requires either higher-order chromatic correction or a different recirculator scheme.
